Abstract An increase in ionic strength (IS) lowers Ca 2? activated tension in muscle fibres, however, its molecular mechanism is not well understood. In this study, we used single rabbit psoas fibres to perform sinusoidal analyses. During Ca 2? activation, the effects of ligands (ATP, Pi, and ADP) at IS ranging 150-300 mM were studied on three rate constants to characterize elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle. The IS effects were studied because a change in IS modifies the inter-and intra-molecular interactions, hence they may shed light on the molecular mechanisms of force generation. Both the ATP binding affinity (K 1 ) and the ADP binding affinity (K 0 ) increased to 2-3x, and the Pi binding affinity (K 5 ) decreased to 1/2, when IS was raised from 150 to 300 mM. The effect on ATP/ADP can be explained by stereospecific and hydrophobic interaction, and the effect on Pi can be explained by the electrostatic interaction with myosin. The increase in IS increased cross-bridge detachment steps (k 2 and k -4 ), indicating that electrostatic repulsion promotes these steps. However, IS did not affect attachment steps (k -2 and k 4 ).
Introduction
The muscle produces force through myosin cross-bridges which cyclically attach to and detach from the thin filament. A myriad of factors within and outside of muscle cells can influence contraction and cause altered active tension production. It has been known that high ionic strength (IS) depresses contraction, leading to less active tension and stiffness production in skinned muscle fibres (Gordon et al. 1973; Kawai et al. 1990; Sugi et al. 2013 ). On the other hand, the unloaded shortening velocity is little affected by IS (Gulati and Podolsky 1978) . Other studies suggest that the rate-limiting step for isometric tension production is different from that for isotonic shortening (Thames et al. 1974; Gulati and Podolsky 1981) . However, the molecular mechanism of the IS effect is not well understood.
We know that IS in living muscle cells is controlled at around 215 mM (Godt and Maughan 1988) , but studying at different ISs has a merit in that such studies can characterize the nature of the molecular interactions between macromolecules, because IS is one of the prominent factors to govern the inter-and intra-molecular interactions among myofibrillar proteins. The IS effect is also important, because many investigators in the past have used unphysiologically low IS solutions (such as 150 mM) to perform muscle fibre experiments (Wang et al. 2006; Kerrick et al. 2009; Borejdo et al. 2010; Mettikolla et al. 2011) , hence it is essential to know how IS affects contractile properties to evaluate the significance of their findings.
In the current investigation, we aimed at studying the influence of IS on the cross-bridge kinetics, in particular, the effect of IS on the elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle by using a small length perturbation analysis method, with the purpose of providing insights into the molecular mechanisms of contraction. Quite interestingly, we found that higher IS causes a decrease in the number of strongly attached cross-bridges, and at the same time, causes a decrease in force generated and/or supported by each crossbridge. Rigor stiffness does not change much with IS, implying that the series compliance is not much affected by IS.
Materials and methods

Fibre preparations
New Zealand white rabbits of 3.5-5 kg weight was euthanized by injecting 150 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital into an ear vein. Strips of psoas muscles were excised. Small bundles (mostly 2 fibres/preparation, but some had 3 fibres, as identified under the dissecting microscope) of skinned psoas muscle were dissected and used in the present study. The fibre preparations were the same as described previously . The use of rabbits conformed with the current Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication DHSS/ USPHS), and was approved by the University of Iowa's Animal Care and Use Committee.
Fibres (*75 lm in diameter and *3 mm in length) were mounted to the experimental apparatus with two ends fixed with a tiny amount of nail polish to two hooks made of stainless steel wire. One hook was connected to a length driver, and the other to a tension transducer. Relaxing solution was applied immediately and fibres were soaked in it for *10 min until the nail polish became dry and the connections were stable. The sarcomere length was adjusted to 2.5 lm by using He-Ne laser (wavelength: 0.6328 lm) diffraction pattern (first order was used), and then the fibre length and cross-sectional area were determined.
Solutions and experimental protocol
The experiments included the standard activation study, the MgATP study (referred to as ATP study for simplicity), the Pi study, the MgADP study (ADP study), and the rigor study. All experiments were performed at 20°C. The solution compositions used for these studies are listed in Table 1 . As indicated in this Table, adequate amounts of phosphocreatine (15 mM) and creatine kinase (80 units/ ml) were added to all activating solutions, except for those used for the MgADP study. Acetate (Ac) was the major anion, because it preserves muscle fibers better than most other anions (Andrews et al. 1991) . Na ? concentration was minimized, because it comes in as Na 2 H 2 ATP and Na 2 CP, and physiological Na ? is at the low mM range (Godt and Maughan 1988) . Consequently, the KAc concentration was adjusted to make different IS solutions.
An activating solution consisted of two parts: the first part was 66 mM CaEGTA, and the second part was the remainders (Labelled A in Fig. 1 ). pH of both parts were adjusted to 7.00 before mixing. The solution bathing the muscle preparation was washed twice with A (600 ll each) to ensure complete replacement. Tension did not develop, because adequate MgATP was present in the absence of Ca 2? . To activate the preparation, 60 ll of 66 mM CaEGTA was added, which are seen as a sudden rise of tension in Fig. 1 . The content of the A solution was adjusted so that the final concentration of all components became the desirable concentration after mixing, and as shown in Table 1 . In the standard activation study, four solutions containing 5 mM ATP, 8 mM Pi, and varied IS (150, 200, 250 or 300 mM) were applied to the fibres. The standard activating solution contained 8 mM Pi, because the resolution of process B is much better in this solution than the solution which does not contain Pi (Kawai 1986) , and the rundown of the fibers is much less in this solution, primarily because of less active tension development. The better resolution of process B translates to the better resolution of step 4, because there are larger number of cross-bridges in the AM.ADP.Pi (AMDP in Scheme 1) and AM*ADP.Pi (AM*DP) states. The rigor solution was applied following the last activation (Fig. 1a, b) . In order to avoid the systematic errors, different IS solutions were tested with increasing and decreasing orders alternatively in different fibres and the results were averaged.
The ATP, Pi and ADP studies are similar in their general procedures: fibres were tested with the standard activating solution (5 mM ATP, 8 mM Pi, and 200 mM IS) at the beginning and in the end of experiments, and rigor was induced following the last standard activation; solutions containing varied [ATP], [Pi] or [ADP] were applied between the two control activations. For the ATP study, the solutions containing differed ATP concentrations (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 mM ATP) at 150, 200, 250 and 300 mM IS were applied to fibres (all ATP concentrations at one IS was tested with the same preparation). For the Pi study, solutions containing differed Pi concentrations (0, 2, 4, 8, 14, and 20 mM Pi for 150 mM IS; and 0, 2, 4, 8, 16 , and 30 mM Pi for 200, 250, and 300 mM IS) were applied to the fibres (all Pi concentrations at one IS was tested within the same preparation). Within the same IS, the 5 mM ATP solution in the ATP study, the 8 mM Pi solution in the Pi study, and the standard activation solution has the same compositions. Solutions of varied ADP concentrations (0, 1, 2, 3 mM ADP) were applied to fibres to study the effect of ADP with varied IS (150, 200, 250 , and 300 mM). In rigor study, standard activating solution was first applied, which was followed by the rigor solution consisting of 150, 200, 250, and 300 mM IS (Fig. 1c) 
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Sinusoidal analysis
During tension plateau, sinusoidal analysis was performed to record tension transients. The sinusoidal analysis method has been previously described in detail (Kawai and Brandt 1980; Kawai 1982; Wang et al. , 2014 . During the standard activation, ATP, ADP, and Pi studies, the length of the fibres were oscillated in a sinusoidal wave form with 17 discrete frequencies (f): 0. 25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3.1, 5, 7, 11, 17, 25, 35, 50, 70, 100, 130, 185, and 250 Hz; actual measurements were carried out from high to low frequencies, because the high frequency range has more interesting information than the low frequency range. Also, it takes longer time to collect the low frequency data compared to collect the high frequency data. The amplitude of the oscillations was kept at 0.125 %, which corresponds to ± 1.6 nm per half sarcomere and smaller than the crossbridge's step size. If this is larger than the step size, the elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle cannot be characterized. The tension and length time course data were collected (see Fig. 2 of Kawai and Brandt 1980) , and the complex modulus data Y(f) were calculated as the ratio of tension change to length change at each frequency. Y(f) is a frequency response function relating the length change (strain) to the tension change expressed in the frequency domain, and consists of two components: the viscous modulus (imaginary part of Y(f)) and the elastic modulus (real part of Y(f)). The complex modulus data were fitted to Eq. (1), which consists of three exponential processes A, B, and C, that are involved in active cross-bridge cycling (Eq. (2) in Kawai and Brandt 1980) .
; a, b and c (a \ b \ c) are the characteristic frequencies of process A, B, and C; and 2pa, 2pb, and 2pc are the apparent rate constants of processes A, B and C, respectively. Process A is a low frequency-exponential advance (slow tension recovery), where the muscle absorbs net work from the length driver; process B is a medium frequency-exponential delay (delayed tension), where the muscle generates oscillatory work on the length driver; process C is a high frequency-exponential advance (fast tension recovery), where the muscle absorbs work (Kawai and Brandt 1980) . A, B and C are their respective magnitudes (amplitudes). H is a constant that represents the elastic modulus at zero frequency. All of these processes are absent in the relaxed fibres, or in fibres in which rigor is induced (Kawai and Brandt 1980) . These seven parameters are uniquely determined from experimental results that consist of 17 9 2 = 34 points (viscous and elastic moduli for each frequency), hence the degree of freedom (N DF ) = 34-7 = 27. Because of this Fig. 1 Example of slow pen traces of standard activations and rigor induction. a A psoas muscle preparation was activated by standard solutions that contained 5 mM MgATP and 8 mM Pi of varying ionic strength (IS, indicated in mM) from 150 to 300 mM, followed by rigor induction with 200 mM IS rigor solution. b Another muscle preparation was activated by standard solutions at varying IS from 300 to 150 mM, followed by rigor induction with 200 mM IS rigor solution. c A third preparation was first activated by the standard solution with 200 mM IS, then rigor was induced with 150 mM IS solution, and IS was increased as indicated in mM. In the end, the fibres were cut to measure the blank coupling between length and force transducers. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the length change (top trace in each panel) was 0.25 % L 0 . ''A'' is an activating solution without CaEGTA, which was changed twice to ensure complete solution change, and its IS varied depending on the experiment. Tension rises on addition of CaEGTA (final concentration: 6 mM, pCa 4.55). The IS value in mM is written in the figure where tension is at its peak. Rg indicates the rigor solution, and R indicates the relaxing solution; ionic strength of both solutions was 200 mM, and as define in Table 1 . Calibration bars (tension and time) are the same for all panels large N DF , the 95 % confidence range for each frequency determination is about ± 19 % for 2pa, ± 12 % for 2pb, and ± 9 % for 2pc (Kawai and Brandt 1980) . The elastic modulus extrapolated to the infinite (?) frequency is defined as Y ? = H ? A -B ? C, where Y ? corresponds to phase 1 of step analysis; processes A, B, and C respectively corresponds to phases 4, 3, and 2 of step analysis (Heinl et al. 1974; Huxley 1974) . Y ? is loosely called ''stiffness'' in muscle mechanics literature. The effects of ATP, ADP, and Pi on three exponential processes were used to characterize the elementary steps of the ATP binding, cross-bridge detachment, cross-bridge attachment (force generation), Pi release, and ADP release steps. Cross-bridge distribution at different states are calculated based on the kinetic constants of the elementary steps and Eqs. 8-14 of (Zhao and Kawai 1996) . These data were also used to determine tension per cross-bridge as described (Kawai and Zhao 1993) .
Statistical analysis
One-way ANOVA was used first to get the significance level, if p \ 0.05, posthoc test was further applied for the comparison within each two groups. If Test of Homogeneity of Variance was proved (p C 0.05), Tukey posthoc test was chosen. Otherwise, Dunnett T3 posthoc test was used. All significance level was set at p \ 0.05.
Results
Standard activation
The effect of IS on active tension and stiffness (Y ? ) was studied first with the standard activating solutions that contained 5 mM ATP and 8 mM Pi in the presence of creatine phosphate (CP) and creatine kinase (CK). As expected, we found that higher IS significantly depressed active tension and stiffness (Figs. 1a, b, 2a) ; the effect of IS on tension is consistent with previous reports (Gordon et al. 1973; Kawai et al. 1990; Sugi et al. 2013) . The decrease amounted to 35 % in tension and 20 % in stiffness when comparing IS at 150 versus 300 mM. Therefore, the tension/stiffness ratio became smaller at higher IS (Fig. 2c) . The values of tension, stiffness, and their ratio are listed in Table 2 .
The complex modulus data Y(f) gathered from standard activations are plotted as the viscous modulus versus frequency (Fig. 3a) , the elastic modulus versus frequency (Fig. 3b) , and the viscous modulus versus elastic modulus (Nyquist plots) (Fig. 3c) at four different IS. Each Nyquist plot (Fig. 3c) shows three contiguous semicircles, hence the complex modulus can be resolved into three exponential processes (A, B, and C) as shown in Eq. 1. The data were fitted to Eq. 1 and the best-fit curves are entered in Fig. 3 by continuous lines. The viscous modulus was affected by IS most significantly at around process C (the rightmost peak in Fig. 3a ), but the elastic modulus was affected by IS in all frequency ranges (Fig. 3b) . In Nyquist plots, the semi-circles b and c were smaller at higher IS ( Fig. 3c) demonstrating that the exponential processes B and C were diminished as isometric tension was decreased.
The apparent rate constants 2pa, 2pb, and 2pc, and their magnitudes (A, B, and C) were extracted from the complex modulus data and plotted in Fig. 4a , b. The apparent rate constants showed different responses to the IS change (Fig. 4a) . 2pa is the slowest rate constant, centered around *5 s -1 , and did not change significantly from 150 to 300 mM IS. 2pb (centered *135 s -1 ) and 2pc (centered *200 s -1 ) increased with an increase in IS from 150 to 250 mM, and saturated at IS 250-300 mM. Magnitude A was about 3 MPa, and it did not change significantly with the IS change. Magnitudes B and C were 4-6 times of magnitude A, and they did not change much between IS 150 and 200 mM, but decreased at IS 200-300 mM (Fig. 4b) . Magnitudes B and C changed similarly with the change in IS (Fig. 4b) . Quite interestingly, when C was plotted against B for different fibres and different IS, they fell on the same line that extrapolated to the origin (Fig. 4c) , demonstrating that B and C are proportionately related. Magnitude H is the stiffness extrapolated to zero frequency, it has a small value in fast twitch skeletal muscle fibres, and decreased with IS (Table 2) .
ATP study
Both tension and stiffness generally decreased towards higher [ATP] at IS = 300, 250 mM, and possibly at 200 mM, but they did not change much at 150 mM ( Fig. 5a , b; the [ATP] is shown in the log scale). The decrease was Scheme 1 Elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle in striated muscle fibres. The details can be found in Scheme 1 of J Muscle Res Cell Motil (2015) 36:227-241 231 larger in higher IS, indicating that larger IS increases the sensitivity of tension and stiffness to ATP. The tension/stiffness ratio were similar at different [ATP] within each IS; the ratio was smaller in higher IS (Fig. 5c ), which is consistent with the result in the standard activation (Fig. 2c) . The apparent rate constant 2pa generally increased at low [ATP] (0.05-0.5 mM) and saturated at high [ATP] (0.5-5 mM). The increase was more prominent at 150-200 mM IS (Fig. 6a) . At 250-300 mM IS, there was an extra maximum at 0.1-0.2 mM ATP. The rate constant 2pb showed a monotonic increase with an increase of ATP in all IS solutions similarly (Fig. 6b) . The increase was almost linear in the semi log plots. The rate constant 2pc showed an increase from 0.05 to 5 mM ATP. 2pc at 0.05 mM ATP was not much different among different IS solutions, indicating that the rate constant k -2 of the reverse detachment step does not change much with IS. At 5 mM ATP 2pc was significantly larger at higher IS (Fig. 6c) , indicating that the rate constant k 2 of the detachment step increases with IS. Magnitude parameters A, B, and C became larger and approached saturation when [ATP] was increased from 0.05 to 5 mM ( Fig. 6d-f) . The concentration of their mid () points decreased as IS was raised, indicating that their sensitivity to ATP was increased with IS. Their differences were bigger in B and C than in A.
The data of 2pc versus [ATP] (Fig. 6c) were fitted to Eq. 2 (Kawai and Halvorson 1989) to deduce the ATP association constant (K 1 ), and the rate constants (k 2 , k -2 ) of the cross-bridge detachment step (Scheme 1). (SEM), many of which are smaller than the symbol size and cannot be seen. n = 10 for each IS. *P \ 0.05 compared to the respective parameter at 150IS (*at 200 mM is for tension, and not for stiffness).
# P = 0.056 compared to tension at 150IS Magnitude B 15.6 ± 2.0 15.1 ± 1.6 13.5 ± 1.8 11.3 ± 1.7 MPa Magnitude C 16.5 ± 2.1 15.8 ± 1.6 13.8 ± 1.8 11.6 ± 1.7 MPa Magnitude H 0.79 ± 0.08 0.71 ± 0.08 0.58 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.06* MPa n = 10 for all experiments, except for those specified in (). The tension values are small, because of the presence of 8 mM Pi. For normalized tension, the data on each preparation were first normalized to the value at 200 mM IS, and then averaged. T 56 (force/cross-bridge) was deduced by fitting tension versus [Pi] data to Eq. 4, and it represents force supported by cross-bridges (CB) in the states AM*DP and AM*D (major forcegenerating cross-bridges), and normalized to the value at 200 mM IS * P \ 0.05 when compared to the corresponding value at 150 IS where
. For the ATP study, the D ? D 0 term was set to 0. The results of the fitting are entered in Fig. 6c as continuous curves, and the fitted parameters are plotted in Fig. 7 . K 1 increased with an increase in IS from 150 to 250 mM, and no further increase was observed at 250-300 mM (Fig. 7a) . The rate constant of detachment step (k 2 ) increased significantly with the increase in IS, but that of its reversal step (k -2 ) did not change much (Fig. 7b) . These resulted in a significant increase in the equilibrium constant of the cross-bridge detachment step (K 2 = k 2 /k -2 ) with the increase in IS (Fig. 7a) . which can be found in Fig. 2a . The number of fiber preparations (n) are 7, 9, 11, and 11 for 150, 200, 250, and 300 mM IS, respectively. Symbols for each IS are the same for all panels Pi study
The effect of [Pi] was studied between 0 and 30 mM. Both tension and stiffness decreased with an increase in [Pi] , and the effects were more significant at higher IS (Fig. 8) . With an increase in [Pi], the tension decrease was larger than stiffness decrease (Fig. 8a, b) , resulting in a decrease in the tension to stiffness ratio (Fig. 8c) . The ratio at 150 and 200 mM IS was larger than that at 250 and 300 mM IS at a given [Pi] (Fig. 8c) . With sinusoidal analysis, the apparent rate constant 2pa did not change much with [Pi] , except for a small effect at 0-2 mM Pi at 150 mM IS (Fig. 9a ).
2pb increased significantly at low mM concentration of Pi, and approached saturation when [Pi] was increased to 30 mM (Fig. 9b) ; the increase was less in 150 mM IS solution than that in 200-300 mM IS solutions. In 200-300 mM IS solutions, 2pc decreased first from 0 to 4 mM Pi, and then increased somewhat at higher [Pi] (Fig. 9c) . In 150 mM IS solutions, the initial decrease was not evident, but the increase at higher [Pi] was evident. The initial decrease in 2pc indicates that Pi competitively inhibits the ATP binding to the nucleotide binding pocket (Candau and Kawai 2011) , which is more enhanced at higher IS (Fig. 9c) . Magnitude A did not change significantly when [Pi] was increased in all IS solutions tested, but there was some IS effects (Fig. 9d) . Magnitudes B and C increased significantly at low [Pi] and saturated at high [Pi] , and these effects were similar in all IS solutions studied (Fig. 9e, f) .
The data of 2pb versus [Pi] were fitted to Eq. 3 (Kawai and Halvorson 1991) (Fig. 9b, continuous curves) to deduce the rate constants (k 4 , k -4 ) of the force generating (cross-bridge attachment) step and the Pi association constant (K 5 ) as functions of IS.
where P = [Pi], and r ¼
The results are plotted in Fig. 10 . k 4 did not change much with IS, but that of its reversal step (k -4 ) increased significantly with IS (Fig. 10b) . This resulted in a decrease of the equilibrium constant of this step (K 4 = k 4 /k -4 ) with In c continuous curves represent the best fit curves to Eq. 2. In (d-f), the data were normalized to their respective values at 5 mM ATP; their absolute values can be found in Fig. 4b . n = 7, 9, 11, and 11 for 150, 200, 250, and 300 mM IS, respectively. Symbols for each IS are the same for all panels. *P \ 0.05 compared to the respective parameter at 150IS an increase in IS from 150 mM to 250 mM (Fig. 10a) , but no further decrease was observed at 300 mM IS. Similarly, K 5 decreased when IS was increased from 150 to 250 mM, but no further decrease was observed at 300 mM (Fig. 10a) .
The tension versus [Pi] data (Fig. 8a) were fitted to Eq. 4 (Kawai and Zhao 1993) .
where X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 4 , and X 5 are probability of crossbridges at states AMD, AM, AMS, AM*DP, AM*D, respectively; T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , T 5 , and T 6 are tensions supported by the respective states; e = T 1 /T 6 = 0.79 and f = T 2 / T 6 = 0.48 are empirically derived parameters, X 0 & 0 in the presence of CP/CK, and T 56 = T 5 = T 6 in rabbit psoas fibres (Kawai and Zhao 1993) . T 56 (tension per crossbridge) is the tension supported by cross-bridges at states AM*DP and AM*D. In order to avoid the scatter of the data owing to the uncertainty of the estimate of the crosssectional area, the T 56 data were normalized against that of 200 mM IS (181 ± 15 kPa, n = 11), and results are plotted in Fig. 10c . T 56 decreased by about 9, 14, and 26 % when IS was increased from 150 mM to 200, to 250, and to 300 mM, respectively, demonstrating smaller changes compared to the overall tension of fibres (decreased by 13, 31, and 40 % respectively) ( Fig. 2a ; Table 2 ). Therefore, the decrease of tension in fibres was larger than the decrease of tension per cross-bridge. their respective values at 8 mM Pi; their absolute values can be found in Fig. 2a . n = 10, 11, 12, and 11 for 150, 200, 250, and 300 mM IS, respectively. Symbols for each IS are the same for all panels. *P \ 0.05 for both 250IS and 300IS versus the one at 150IS , and 300 mM IS to fibres. 0D-3D solutions contained 2 mM ATP, 8 mM Pi, and 100 lM A 2 P 5 (P1,P5-Di(adenosine-5 0 ) pentaphosphate, trilithium salt: adenylate kinase inhibitor). The 00D solution, which contained CP and CK but no A 2 P 5 or ADP, was tested first (leftmost points in Fig. 11a-e) . This was followed by the 0-3D solutions in the increasing order. These solutions contained specified (added) concentrations of ADP (0-3 mM) and A 2 P 5 , but no CP/CK. The purpose was to detect the ADP binding constant (K 0 ), and the extra [ADP] (D 0 ) in the 0D-3D solutions by extrapolation (Fig. 11e) ; D 0 is a finite positive number (D 0 [ 0) because of ADP contamination in ATP, and continuous hydrolysis of ATP in fibres.
Tension (Fig. 11a) and stiffness ( Fig. 11b ) increased when the solution was changed from 00D to 0D, and remained at about the same level from 0D to 3D. As expected, they were smaller at higher IS at each [ADP] (Fig. 11a, b) . The apparent rate constant 2pa became smaller at larger [ADP] (Fig. 11d) . At 00D, 2pa was similar among all IS, and the IS difference became evident at higher IS in the 0D-3D solutions (Fig. 11d) . At 00D, the apparent rate constant 2pc was larger at higher IS, but this difference converged in the 0D-3D solutions (Fig. 11e) . Process B was prominent with 00D, diminished in 0D, and absent in 1-3D solutions. Fitting the 2pc data versus [ADP] (Fig. 11e, continuous curves) to Eq. 2 allowed us to determine K 0 (ADP association constant) and D 0 . K 0 significantly increased from 150 to 250 mM IS, and remained at the same level in 300 mM IS (Fig. 11f) . This effect is similar to that of ATP (Fig. 7a) . D 0 was 0.75 ± 0.19 mM (n = 10) in 150 mM IS, 0.51 ± 0.09 mM (n = 10) in 200 mM IS, 0.48 ± 0.04 mM (n = 10) in 250 mM IS, and 0.52 ± 0.07 mM (n = 10) in 300 mM IS. These values are not significantly different among different IS, and the overall average was 0.57 ± 0.06 mM (n = 40).
Cross-bridge distribution
A mixture of the detached states, weakly attached states, and strongly attached states exists during active crossbridge cycling. Based on the kinetic constants deduced from the ATP, Pi, and ADP studies, the cross-bridges distribution among different states were calculated by using Eqs. 7-12 of (Zhao and Kawai 1994) with S = 5 mM, P = 8 mM, and D = 0.02 mM. The results are plotted in Fig. 12 , where Att indicates the strongly attached states:
Det indicates the summation of truly detached states and weakly attached states:
[AMS] = X 34 = 1 -Att, and shown in […] in Scheme 1. We found that, when IS was increased, the number of strongly attached cross-bridges decreased. Compared to the value at 150 mM IS, the decrease amounted to *7 % at 200-250 mM IS, and *10 % at 300 mM) (Fig. 12, Att) . This partly explains the less tension and stiffness at higher IS (Fig. 2a) .
Rigor tension and stiffness
To determine if the series compliance change with IS, rigor was induced from the standard activation at 200 mM IS, and rigor solutions of varying IS were applied (Fig. 1c) . As seen in this figure, rigor tension was initially larger than active tension, but it gradually declined with time. This decline is always observed with rigor tension, and it is due to a gradual slipping (detachment and reattachment) of cross-bridges to a lesser force position, thereby registering less amount tension, as observed during in vitro motility assays when external force was applied to cross-bridges (Kawai et al. 2006) . Rigor stiffness was measured at 100 Hz. Rigor tension and stiffness were normalized to their respective values at 200 mM IS, and the results are plotted in Fig. 13 . As shown in this figure, there was no significant difference in tension or stiffness among different IS, indicating that the series compliance does not change its elastic property much when IS was changed between 150 and 300 mM.
Tension reproducibility and possible extraction of the thick filament
It has been known for some time that high IS, such as 730 mM, extracts the thick filament from sarcomeres, because the ionic interaction between neighboring light meromyosins (LMM) gives the stability to the thick filament backbone, and high IS weakens this interaction (Hanson and Huxley 1957) . Although the highest IS we have used is 300 mM and far from 730 mM, one may suspect that there might be a partial extraction of the thick filament. To answer this question directly, we measured the control active tension at 200 mM IS before and after measurements were performed at 300 mM IS. Between the control activations, there were 14 intervening activations, each lasted for 40 s. Our results show that the ratio of isometric tension of the last control activation to the fast control activation was 95 ± 2 % (N = 11). This high reproducibility indicates that there was no significant extraction of the thick filament under our experimental conditions.
Discussion General observations
In this investigation, we examined the contractility and cross-bridge kinetics in skinned rabbit psoas fibres in solutions containing different IS in the range of 150-300 mM, and varying concentrations of ligands (ATP, Pi, and ADP). Our aim was to determine whether force/ cross-bridge or the number of force-generating crossbridges changes with IS. Firstly, our results show that the increase in IS depresses maximal isometric tension and stiffness ( Fig. 3a) as found previously (Gordon et al. 1973; Kawai et al. 1990; Yan et al. 1996; Sugi et al. 2013) , and the depression is larger in tension than in stiffness (Fig. 2b ) (Seow and Ford 1993; Iwamoto 2000) . Secondly, our study demonstrates that IS affects the exponential processes measured in the complex moduli (Fig. 3) originated from tension transients. Elevated IS increases the sensitivity of the rate constant 2pc to the ligands (Figs. 6c, 9c, 11e ). The magnitude parameters B and C decrease with IS, but magnitude A does not (Fig. 4b) . Thirdly, IS affects the elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle by increasing the association constants of the ATP and ADP binding steps (larger K 1 and K 0 ) and subsequent cross-bridge detachment step (K 2 ) (Fig. 7a) , and by decreasing the equilibrium constant of force generation step (K 4 ) and the association constant of the Pi binding step (K 5 ) (Fig. 10a) . These changes results in a decrease in the number of strongly attached cross-bridges that generate force (Fig. 12, Att) . Increased IS also results in decreased force per cross-bridge (T 56 ) (Fig. 10c) . In contrast, a change in IS does not significantly affect rigor tension and stiffness (Fig. 13) .
The mechanism underlying the IS effects
Isometric tension on Ca 2? activation is generated through the strong and stereospecific attachment of myosin crossbridges to the thin filament, and it decreases with an increase in IS (Fig. 2a) . This decrease may be due to a decreased number of force-generating cross-bridges, to decreased force that each cross-bridge generates, and/or to the reduction of the stiffness of in-series elements.
Why does the IS affect cross-bridge kinetics?
The change in IS affects the ionic atmosphere in which charged molecules interact by the electrostatic force, and higher IS weakens this force by shrinking the ionic atmosphere. The atmosphere extends approximately to Debye length (l D ), which is reciprocally proportional to the square root of IS (Eq. 5). The Debye length is calculated in Fig. 14 (solid curve) based on Eq. 9.44 of Moore (1962) , and it is 29 % less at 300 mM IS compared to that at 150 mM IS. Also plotted in Fig. 14 is force/cross-bridge (T 56 ) with proper scaling; the data were taken from Fig. 10c . As seen in this figure, force/cross-bridge closely correlates with the Debye length as IS is changed. Our purpose was to find out how IS affects the elementary steps of the cross-bridge cycle.
We found an increase in IS accelerated the apparent rate constants 2pb and 2pc (Fig. 4a) . This is caused by increases in K 1 and k 2 (Fig. 7) , because both 2pb and 2pc are positively correlated with K 1 and k 2 (Eq. 2 and Kawai and Halvorson 1991) . The increase in k 2 and no change in k -2 (Fig. 7b ) results in the increase of K 2 (=k 2 /k -2 , Fig. 7) . Similarly, the accelerated apparent rate constant 2pb with the IS increase (Fig. 4a) is caused by an increase in k -4 , because 2pb is positively and linearly correlated with k -4 (Eq. 3) (Kawai and Halvorson 1991) . The significantly increased k -4 with little change in k 4 (Fig. 10b) causes the smaller K 4 at increased IS. In another words, the reverse rate of force generation is sensitive to the IS change, but the forward rate is not. Consequently, the high IS depresses isometric tension in active muscle fibres mainly through affecting the cross-bridge detachment rates represented by k 2 and k -4 , instead of the attachment rates represented by k -2 and k 4 . This conclusion is generally consistent to that of (Seow and Ford 1993) .
Because an increase in IS shields the electrostatic interaction (Maughan and Godt 1980) , one may expect that, if the cross-bridge attachment is promoted by the ionic interaction, the attachment rates k -2 and/or k 4 would decrease with an increase in IS. However, this effect is very small (k -2 in Fig. 7b ) to none (k 4 in Fig. 10b) , demonstrating that the electrostatic force may not contribute to the attachment process. Instead, we found that the detachment rates k 2 and k -4 increase significantly with an increase in IS (Figs. 7b,  10b ). This can be explained if the detachment is promoted by a mechanical force caused by a rearrangement of macromolecules, which is counteracted by ionic interaction. Because the counteracting ionic interaction decreases with an increase in IS, the detachment rates k 2 and k -4 increase as shown by our experiments (Figs. 7b, 10b ).
Ligand binding steps
It is interesting to observe that both ADP (K 0 ) and ATP (K 1 ) association constants increased with elevated IS (Figs. 7a, 11f) , whereas the Pi association constant (K 5 ) decreased with IS (Fig. 10a) . The latter effect on K 5 is expected for the electrostatic interaction: elevated IS weakens electrostatic force. This happens because Pi is negatively charged by *1.5 at pH 7.0 on the average, whereas the Pi binding site is positively charged (Lobb et al. 1975) and Pi may have the ionic interaction with K185 in P-loop and R245 in switch 1 (Yount et al. 1995) ; here, the amino acid residue numbers correspond to those of fast twitch chicken skeletal myosin. On the other hand, our observation that the nucleotide association constants (K 0 and K 1 ) increased when IS was elevated (Figs. 7a, 11f) , cannot be expected from the simple electrostatic interaction. It is possible that a complex force that involves hydrophobic interaction (such as adenine ring and W131 in the pocket (Yount et al. 1995) ) and/or ionic repulsion plays a role for the ATP and ADP binding processes, and that the binding pocket becomes more stereospecifically matched to the nucleotide with increased IS. The hydrophobic interaction does not depend on IS.
Force/cross-bridge and series elastic elements
The next question is why does force/cross-bridge (T 56 ) decrease at higher IS (Fig. 10c) . It has been thought that force is generated by a rotation of the lever arm around the fulcrum (myosin Gly710) next to the converter domain (Asp719-Asp780), which is initiated by switch 2 that is coupled with c-phosphate (Geeves & Holmes, 1999) after ATP cleavage (Highsmith et al. 2000) . Because this coupling involves the ionic interaction (Geeves et al. 2005) , it must occur primarily within the ionic atmosphere. The atmosphere shrinks as IS is raised according to Eq. 5 and as indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 14 . If the two elements of the coupling are having Brownian motions, and because their coupling is limited within the Debye length, their average coupling distance must be around half of the Debye length, i.e., *4 Å at 150 mM IS. This motion is amplified by the lever arm to result in the unitary step size of *110 Å (Geeves & Holmes, 1999) . This coupling diminishes as IS is raised. The close correlation between T 56 and Debye length as IS is changed (Fig. 14) indicates the significance of this mechanism, and explains lower force at higher IS as observed.
Because elementary force development also depends on the stiffness of in-series elements , we have measured rigor stiffness. The fact, that rigor stiffness did not change with a change in IS (Fig. 13 , range 150-300 mM) (see also (Iwamoto 2000) in the range of 200 and 520 mM), demonstrates that the decrease of force at higher IS was not caused by a change in the stiffness of in-series elements including cross-bridges, the thick filament, the thin filament, and the Z-disc. This result also demonstrates that the actin-myosin interface is maintained in the range of IS studied. A good reproducibility of the control tension (95 ± 2 %) before and after 14 intervening activations at 300 mM IS demonstrates that the 300 mM IS solutions did not extract myosin from sarcomeres. The small decrease in tension (5 ± 2 %) can be attributed to general run down of the fibres with repeated activations. A very high IS solution (such as 730 mM) is known to extract myosin (Hanson and Huxley 1957 ).
Correlations to earlier observations
A study suggested that the high IS decreases the number of attached cross-bridges in active muscle by increasing the detachment rate, and this increased detachment occurs because the initially attached cross-bridges are moved to other states where they remain attached to generate force (Seow and Ford 1993) . This suggestion is generally consistent to ours, although their mechanism is not as detailed as ours. The facts that larger K 1 , K 2 (Fig. 7a) , and 1/K 5 (reciprocal of Fig. 10a) in larger IS solutions demonstrate the accelerated ATP binding, and the increased crossbridge detachment rates (less force). This is helped by smaller K 4 (Fig. 10a) in larger IS. The combined effects result in an inefficient energy usage at higher IS. We reported that elevated IS depressed isometric tension and the ATP hydrolysis rate, but the effect was much larger on tension than on the hydrolysis rate (Kawai et al. 1990 ). Sugi et al. (Sugi et al. 2013) found in a recent report that the maximum unloaded shortening velocity (V max ) of Ca 2? -activated fibres remained unchanged at low IS, despite the increased stiffness of relaxed fibres. The value of stiffness at 0 mM KCl was about four times larger than that at the standard KCl concentration (125 mM); little change in the ATP hydrolysis rate was observed on Ca 2? -activated fibres at low IS, when isometric tension increased two-fold (Sugi et al. 2013) . They suggested that, at low IS, the force generated by individual myosin heads increases up to twofold, while the kinetics of the actomyosin interaction coupled with ATP hydrolysis remain unchanged (Sugi et al. 2013 ). Our results demonstrate that the decrease in force per cross-bridge with IS (Fig. 10c) is the primary mechanism of the IS effect, but also the number of forcegenerating cross-bridges decreases as the secondary mechanism and as shown in Fig. 12 . The cross-bridge kinetics are significantly affected by the IS change as seen its effects on K 0 , K 1 , k 2 , k -4 , and K 5 .
Other considerations
We found that the higher IS caused a decrease in tension, which is accompanied by a much smaller decrease in stiffness (Fig. 2a, b) . A couple of possibilities exist to explain this phenomenon. Firstly, the higher IS causes a transition of the strongly attached cross-bridges to the weakly attached crossbridges ( Fig. 12 ; AMS and AMDP in Scheme 1), which may correspond to the previous observation that high IS retains the number of cross-bridges in the low force states and thereby decreases isometric tension (Seow and Ford 1993) . This is realized by the attached cross-bridges that contribute to stiffness but not to force (Colombini et al. 2010 ). Our results demonstrate that the number of strongly attached cross-bridges (Fig. 12 , Att) decreases similarly to stiffness (Fig. 2a, b) with an increase in IS.
Conclusion
The markedly decreased force per cross-bridge and decreased number of strongly attached cross-bridges at high IS can collectively result in the decreased tension production in muscle fibres, where the decreased force/cross-bridge plays a more significant role than the decreased number of cross-bridges. The effect of IS on muscle contractility is based on cross-bridge kinetics, but not on series elastic elements. An increase in IS affects the cross-bridge kinetics via increases in nucleotide binding steps (K 0 , K 1 ), cross-bridge detachments steps (k 2 , k -4 ), and the phosphate release step (1/K 5 ) in the cross-bridge cycle. The significance of our findings is that the final step of force generation is promoted by the electrostatic interaction: this interaction is diminished at higher IS because the ionic atmosphere shrinks to result in a less power stroke hence less force/ cross-bridge; that the electrostatic force between Pi and myosin promotes their binding, whereas the electrostatic force does not promote ATP and ADP binding to myosin.
